SOME FINITE SAMPLE PROPERTIES OF SPECTRAL ESTIMATORS
If consistent estimates of the elements of U are available, then subject to some regularity conditions on x, generalized least squares based on the estimated covariance matrix will be asjinptotically efficient.
If an inconsistent estimate of this matrix is used, then the estimator may be asymptotically inefficient depending upon the process of the exogenous variables.
Although fi has T unknown parameters, where T is the length of the time series, these can be estimated consistently in either the time domain or the frequency domain by parameterizing the matrix by a number of parameters which increases with T. The classic estimator is Hannan's (9) , (10) , spectral estimator which approximates fi by a transformation of the estimated spectrum of e.
Amemiya (1) approximates Q by an estimated nth order autoregression on e where n grows with the sample although he does not estiblish the rate.
Both of these estimators are asymptotically equivalent to the best linear unbiased estimator, and are asymptotically efficient.
In this paper we focus on Hannan's procedure although one version is quite similar to Amemiya 's estimator.
These asymptotically efficient estimators are not often used; instead, it is common to approximate the process of the disturbance by a low order autoregressive process and then estimate as if the approximation were exact.
If it is not, and this inconsistent estimate of Q is used in the GLS procedure. -2 - then the estimate will generally be asymptotically inefficient. Watson and Hannan (14) early evaluated the loss of efficiency and showed that it can be very substantial. Engle (6) has extended this discussion to show that often, even OLS is asymptotically superior to a low order autoregressive approximation. That is, a feeble attempt to correct for serial correlation is not necessarily better than none at all.
There are two general explanations for the neglect of Hannan ' In section II we derive our version of Hannan's estimator very simply;
in sections III and IV the estimators and stochastic environments are described. Section V presents the detailed results while section VI gives the pooled results and, in particular, our estimate of the second order term
In the expansion for the asymptotic variance of all the estimators. Section VII summarizes the implications of the study. 
The Hannan Estimator
In the context of (1) the GLS estimator is
x'a y .
We define the matrix U by its typical element Comparing (7) and (9) we see that one is a weighted average of the Inverse of a weighted average, while the other Is merely the Inverse of a weighted average* There is no non-trivial way that the weights can be chosen to make these Identical; however, when the denominator changes little, as would be the case when the sample Is large so that v@ry close frequencies are being averaged, the difference between the two procedures could always be made quite small through choice of (^and tp* Since we know so little about optimal weights for finite samples in the regression context, it seems unlikely that one formulation can be shown to be statistically superior in any way to the other. The advantage of (7) is that only one set of weights need be chosen and it is computationally easier not to smooth &he other periodograms. We assume that that the disturbance process is an n order autoregression. Therefore, by regressing the residual vector on n lagged values of itself, the parameters of this process are consistently estimated. These parameters imply the following spectrum: where the y's are the estimated autoregresslve coefficients. This procedure is somewhat more parametric since the number of unknown parameters in the spectrum can be easily restricted. As the number of observations becomes very large, the choice of n should similarly be increased. This method has recently been recommended by Parzen (14) for spectrum estimation. In our case it has the further advantage that as long as n is large enough, the structure of the spectrum at 1g\s frequences is no more difficult to discern than at any other frequency. For all runs we chose n * 2.
ALS . We assume that the error process is generated by a first order Markov process and estimate the model using maximum likelihood procedures which we name autoregresslve least squares. This well known and widely used estimator is included to provide a comparison with the more unusual spectral estimates.
OLS .
Ordinary least squares Is always a standard of comparison and its robustness in new situations is generally impressive.
IV.
Stochastic Environments
The equation whleh was simulated and estimated repeatedly was (11) y -
For each of five assumptions about the error process, five different x processes, and three sample sizes, a set of ten realizations were calculated, for a total of 750 independent data sets. On each of these data, the five estimators described above were evaluated. Relatively few realizations were calculated for each environment on the grounds that more information would be obtained by pooling over a variety of cases.
The X processes were chosen to represent typical situtations for eocnomic time series analysis. Five economic time series were used to identify typical processes. These series were quarterly constant dollar of the* fourth order processes, all were less than one in absolute value and many were complex, indicating oscillating components. Table 1 gives the parameters of these processes.
The error processes chosen for the test were picked to give a wide range of experience for the estimators. They range from white noise and first order markov processes to highly dependent oscillating and damped second order processes. Their specific defining characters are given in Table   II , as well as their spectral shapes. From Engle ( 6 ) we know that it is likely that OLS will dominate ALS for error 5 because of the change of slope at low frequency, and that it is possible that the same will be true for error 3 where the very steep slope cannot be approximated by a first order process. Furthermore, for error 4, OLS and ALS should be equal and inferior to GLS since the first order serial correlation coefficient is so small.
Three independent samples of sizes 50, 100 and 200 were drawn for each environment. These were picked to represent the cosoEon range of postwar economic quarterly and monthly data. To minimize initial value problems, the first 200 observations drawn were discarded in each case. The remainder 1 The stock price index was left in levels. 2 However, when these were estimated in levels, rather than logs, all except stock prices were unstable and therefore appeared non-stationary. 3 The random numbers were computed by the SNORI-1 subroutine of the TROLL system, which essentially uses a polar transformation of uniform variates to obtain normal random variables. The uniform numbers are obtained from a linear bicongruential generator which truncates a set of large numbers and then uses a second set to randomly shuffle the first, thereby eliminating all possibilities of serial dependence. These procedures are described in Knuth ( we should compare the sum of squared bias and variance across estimators.
We found that the bias term was very small and conclude that all the estimators are essentially unbiased at these sample sizes.
To obtain this result, we computed the ratio of the bias to the standard deviation of the parameter estimates for each of the 375 environments.
Since each case Is 10 independent observations on a normal (by construction) paraoieter estimate, this ratio should be distributed as t with 9 degrees of freedom times root 10 The spectra of x and u are given by (10) with the appropriate set of y's, and the spectrum of u, which is the truncated first order approximation.
is given by (10) where n = 1 and y is the true first order serial correlation coefficient.
Error process 1 is just white noise and therefore all estimators ase asymptotically equivalent. Notice that for samples of size 50, OLS is m-in-tmKtn \iar-i ant^a {inA-ifats^i^h-?r sL.afaf^for four out of five X orocesses. 6.5* 6.7 300. 220.
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However, the other estimators are very close and for the larger sample sizes it appears that the optimum estimator is selected randomly. Thus, both ALS and the spectral estimators appear to have reached their asymptotic distribution at samples of 100.
Error process 2 is first order markov and therefore ALS is asymptotically efficient. However, it only captures 3 out of fifteen firsts. Apparently the three spectral estimators are approaching their asymptotic distribution Just as rapidly as ALS, and from a comparison of the variances at 200, both are essentially there.
Error 3 is a strongly dependent process with large positive roots.
Here ALS is a clear favorite as it dominates in 12 situations, in spite of the fact that the spectral estimators have roughly one third the asymptotic variance.
Because of the steep decline in the spectrum of the errors at the very crucial low frequencies, we would expect HAN 3 to outperform the other two versions, and this in fact does happen. Nevertheless, these are all well above their asymptotic variances. It was in this case that Engle (6) showed that it would be possible for OLS to be better than ALS, if the variable was sufficiently concentrated at low frequencies. These results
Indicate that at least for the environments here, this does not happen.
Error 4 has a strong second order dependence but very little first order. (6.84) .002 (6.97) .00087 (4.21) There Is of course a serious question as to whether we can pool over x processes or error processes. We felt that pooling over x processes was not only legitimate but desirable since we would like to Interpret our results
In terms of a typical economic process.
We first estimated c for each estimator and error. These are presented in Table VIII along with the t-statistics. Notice that the values for c are generally not significantly different from zero for OLS and ALS and in fact are often negative suggesting that they do better than their asymptotic variances. The spectral estimators however, all have strongly positive and generally significant coefficients. Because the sizes differed so much, we decided that it was necessary to make an effort also to explain the differences between the errors.
In the light of the difficulties discussed in estimating the spectrum at low frequencies, we hypothesized that the steepness of the spectrum at lov frequencies might be an important variable explaining how the spectral estimators behaved in different environments. The slope of the spectrum at zero frequency is zero, but at low frequencies it is proportional to the negative sine. The absolute value of the proportionality constant is (18J SLOPE-|a^/(l-aj^) +(1^/(1-^2^\ I il-<x^'^iX-^ŵ here o's are the roots of the error process.
For the spectral estimators the pooled equation was T • VAR (6) (19) X--1 = c/T + c SLOPE/T A VAR (6) Alternative forms used the first order serial correlation coefficient or a variety of functions of the asymptotic variances. This variable proved the best but a great deal of the variance remains unexplained and a finite sample theory would provide a better equation for this estimation. Equation (17) was estimated for OLS and ALS over the entire set of 75 
Conclusions
We draw the following six conclusions from this study: (1) We have formulated and programmed a computationally simple Hannan 
